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Abstract
The transition from the COVID-19 pandemic offers a strategic opportunity to build back better and use the disruption to transform health systems. This Policy Brief calls on the G20 to take the lead in health systems transformation. Health systems need to reorient to primary health care to address fragmentation and deliver health services in a comprehensive manner. Further, the promotion of cultural integration in health systems to move beyond reductionism and elevate Indigenous practices on equal footing with Western traditions will help achieve a more holistic approach in public health interventions. Finally, there should be effective community participation in G20 policymaking that places people at the centre of health systems and ensures that health services are responsive to communities’ needs. India’s G20 presidency offers a unique opportunity to bring the Global North and South together in shaping the future of health systems in the true spirit of Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam—One Earth. One Family. One Future.
The Challenge
As countries aim to build back better in the aftermath of the COVID-19 pandemic, the theme of India’s G20 presidency, the Sanskrit phrase *Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam* (“the world is one family”) serves as a useful reminder. This idea of profound interconnectedness should serve as the guiding principle in efforts to transform health systems and accelerate holistic outcomes in the G20 and beyond. Three key health system challenges that were exacerbated during the pandemic are described below.

**Fragmented rather than comprehensive**

The fragmentation of health systems due to silos in financing single disease programs, separation of tertiary care from primary care, and mismatch between domestic and global health priorities is a major factor in the enormous strain on health systems caused by the COVID-19 pandemic.¹ The cracks of inequities worsened as the pandemic disproportionately impacted the health outcomes of immigrants, people with disabilities, homeless communities, and other vulnerable groups.² There should be a reorientation of health systems towards comprehensive Primary Health Care (PHC) as envisioned in the Alma-Ata Declaration.³ COVID-19 has shown pandemic response to be more effective in addressing health inequities when health systems adhere to the comprehensive PHC approach. Evidence from countries like Brazil has shown that PHC was instrumental in mitigating the negative impact of socioeconomic inequalities on COVID-19 vaccination rates.⁴

**Reductionist rather than holistic**

While biomedical sciences were instrumental in the rapid development of vaccines and treatment modalities that reduced COVID-19 case fatality rates, social and behavioural approaches were equally important for implementing effective pandemic management⁵ and increasing vaccine confidence and trust in communities of colour with a history of mistrust in the medical profession. For example, there is growing recognition of the importance of culturally responsive interventions in addressing the mental health burden caused by the pandemic, especially as ethnic minorities experienced worse mental health outcomes because of prevailing inequalities.⁶ Cultural competence and safety are important elements of a holistic healthcare policy for Indigenous
people's, as shown in Australia.\textsuperscript{7} Culture could be understood to comprise the collective memories shared and passed on by groups of people.\textsuperscript{8} However, the postcolonial legacy views Indigenous health knowledge and practice as unscientific, superstitious, and inferior to Western medicine. Tradition and culture are essential elements in building accessible and people-centric care from a transgenerational perspective that is consistent with Indigenous ways of knowing and being.\textsuperscript{9}

**Exclusionary rather than participatory**

Rapid decision-making during the COVID-19 pandemic was dominated by policymakers and expert advisers at the exclusion of communities’ and people’s voices, resulting in a disconnect between governments and citizens in the enforcement of safety measures.\textsuperscript{10} In some cases, lockdown and contact-tracing enforcement was violent and militaristic.\textsuperscript{11} The marginalisation of communities increased people’s anxiety and helplessness amidst repeated lockdowns and confusion about the effectiveness of the policies.\textsuperscript{12} The medicalised focus of PHC has been noted in several settings, such as in the Americas and Ghana, further emphasising the need for explicit attention to community-level actors, services, and partnerships to achieve health for all.\textsuperscript{13} The PHC approach frames community participation as central to achieving equitable health outcomes through the exercise of people’s rights and responsibilities to gain agency over their health.\textsuperscript{14} Decades of lessons from outbreaks such as the AIDS epidemic and the Ebola and Zika virus outbreaks have demonstrated that community participation contributes to holistic outcomes.\textsuperscript{15}
The G20’s Role
The G20 should lead by example and use its influential position to support countries to transform their health systems from fragmented to comprehensive through PHC reorientation; from reductionist to holistic through cultural integration; and from exclusionary to participatory through community participation.

**Primary health care reorientation**

Health care systems performance rankings represent one option to assess status and guide the process of PHC reorientation. Current rankings, such as the one undertaken by the Commonwealth Fund, focus on high-income countries, including six G20 countries based on 71 performance measures across the domains of access to care, care process, administrative efficiency, equity, and health care outcomes.

There is an opportunity for the G20 to expand from these assessment exercises by initiating country-level comparisons with a focus on PHC. Establishing a system for measuring the robustness of health systems based on PHC will advance the reorientation of health systems towards PHC in the G20 and

---

**Figure 1: Health Care System Performance Ranking in 2021 by the Commonwealth Fund**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AUS</th>
<th>CAN</th>
<th>FRA</th>
<th>GER</th>
<th>NETH</th>
<th>NZ</th>
<th>NOR</th>
<th>SWE</th>
<th>SWIZ</th>
<th>UK</th>
<th>US</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>OVERALL RANKING</strong></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to Care</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Care Process</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative Efficiency</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equity</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Care Outcomes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data: Commonwealth Fund analysis.


Note: The G20 countries are represented in green.
Dimensions to assess should improve from current assessments by closely aligning with the comprehensive elements of PHC, including holistic indicators for people and community empowerment and multi-sectoral policy and action. Data from the assessments will enable country benchmarking within and beyond the G20, help identify strengths and weaknesses, and mobilise resources to address the gaps through people-centred financing arrangements to strengthen PHC.

### Cultural integration

Integrating culture in health systems requires recognition and respect for traditional knowledge systems. Having evolved in close contact with the environment and transferred from one generation to another, traditional knowledge systems provide unique insights into health and wellbeing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Examples of Cultural Integration in Health Systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>WHO Global Centre for Traditional Medicine</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The WHO Global Centre for Traditional Medicine is a collaborative initiative between the WHO and the Government of India. The initiative aims to mainstream evidence and data regarding traditional and complementary medicine to inform national policy discourse and build regulatory and compliance frameworks for policy while ensuring respect for local heritage, resources, and rights as a guiding principle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shaman Pharma: Ethno-bioprospecting for drug development and community wellbeing</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaman Pharmaceuticals was a California-based pharmaceutical company specialising in the discovery and development of novel pharmaceuticals using native plants, relying on ethnobotany, natural product chemistry, and medicine and pharmacology to produce effective drugs, working in collaboration with communities across countries. The company established a Healing Forest Conservancy program to translate the benefits accrued from drug development back to the respective communities. The company conducted trainings on ethno-botany, conservation, and public health. In benefitting the communities that they work with, the company hoped to work with the idea that conservation opportunities are increased when local custodians of nature benefit from the sustainable use of their medicinal plants by others. Shaman Pharma’s innovative model was an example for several years in ethno-bioprospecting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Addressing diabetes through culturally based Indigenous interventions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Kahnawake School Diabetes Prevention Project was a health promotion and community-based participatory program aimed at reducing the incidence of Type 2 diabetes in the community of Kahnawake (Mohawk territory, Canada). Culturally based interventions were carried out between 2007 and 2010, which provided participants with opportunities to experience change processes in traditional cooking and healthy eating, physical activity, mind focusing and breathing techniques, learning cultural traditions and spirituality, and socialising and interacting with the other participants of the program. A study has shown that these culturally based interventions addressed the mental, physical, spiritual, and social dimensions of health as a holistic concept relevant to the Indigenous perspective of wellbeing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
emphasise ecological sustainability and regeneration, community, and multi-generational and transgenerational wellbeing. However, traditional and complementary medicine struggles with safety and quality issues, credible research, lack of funding, qualification of practitioners, and regulatory issues.\(^\text{17}\) Furthermore, the evaluation of public health interventions uses logic models steeped in Western knowledge systems and their conceptions of health and wellbeing. Monitoring of health systems should be conducted in culturally responsive ways by integrating Indigenous evaluation and participatory approaches.\(^\text{18}\) Table 1 provides examples of initiatives to integrate culture in health systems.

**Community participation**

In some G20 countries, such as Australia and Canada, community participation has shown promising results in improving health outcomes in Indigenous communities.\(^\text{22}\) The use of First Nation Community Panels, for example, was effective in facilitating collaborative engagement in Australia.\(^\text{23}\) Studies have shown that participation can take many forms, ranging from information provision, consultation, and participatory research, to the formation of health committees and advisory groups.\(^\text{24}\) Various models and frameworks have been developed to influence and guide initiatives, such as Arnstein’s Ladder of Citizen participation, the Continuum of Community Engagement Approaches, and the WHO’s “Wheel of Participation.”\(^\text{25}\) ‘Beyond the building blocks’ expanded framework specifically draws attention to improving responsiveness and efficiency while working towards healthy communities.\(^\text{26}\) These frameworks can guide initiatives by assessing the level of community participation, identifying opportunities for improvement, informing monitoring and evaluation, and rebalancing power in participation.
Recommendations to the G20
Reorient health systems to PHC characterised by being comprehensive, holistic, and people-centred in its approach, together with a mechanism for comparative analysis to assess country performance and outcomes in achieving PHC goals and the mobilisation of financing to support the process of transformation.

The G20 should revisit the spirit of PHC as envisioned in the Alma-Ata Declaration and apply it to the present situation. The public sector can aim to fulfil this mandate for comprehensive primary care on the basis that health is a human right and collaborate with the private sector to ensure Universal Health Coverage that leaves no one behind. The proposed mechanism to assess the quality and outcomes of PHC across the G20 countries should be institutionalised and funded to track progress, stimulate health competition through benchmarking between countries, and hold countries accountable for their performance. There is no need for another funding instrument to support this recommendation. Rather, the G20 should use its leverage in the Pandemic Fund, which is to be invested to strengthen the health systems of low- and middle-income countries in the aftermath of the pandemic. As of writing, the Pandemic Fund\(^7\) has received total commitments of US$1,651.07 million, of which 94 percent were from 15 G20 members. The G20 must use the opportunity to steer the directions of the Pandemic Fund and ensure that part of it is used to establish the infrastructure and tap the human resources required for a multi-country health systems performance assessment based on PHC.

Facilitate cultural integration in health systems by investing in research and development dedicated to traditional and complementary medicine and promoting the use of culturally responsive evaluation approaches to the monitoring and evaluation of health system interventions.

The G20 countries should invest in setting up or strengthening dedicated research institutes or think-tanks as well as interdisciplinary institutes dedicated to the research and development of traditional health and knowledge systems. The health ministries of member countries should coalesce with
academia, civil society, and multilateral funds to create ‘strategic foresight committees’ to systematically study the gaps and opportunities for cultural integration. Special attention should be paid to the inclusion of underrepresented communities, ensuring the dignity and rights of communities, participatory models of research, wealth creation for, and profit sharing of research and development with local communities, livelihood generation for local communities, sustainability, and regenerative practices to be mainstreamed within the production processes. Indigenous evaluation approaches imply the application of Indigenous worldviews across the monitoring and evaluation cycle of programs, beginning with project conception until evaluation of impact. These include judging program intervention impacts according to Indigenous standards of health and wellbeing, designing programmatic strategies in response to those needs and worldviews, and integrating community elders and traditions in the exercise of development interventions and research. The promotion of Indigenous evaluation can be attained through the national evaluation policies of member countries or mainstreaming the requirement within the monitoring and evaluation of government health policies and programs.

**Invest in co-production and collaboration, legitimise, and incentivise community participation in the G20 decision-making process, and monitor and evaluate the process and outcomes of participation**

The G20 should strengthen existing engagement mechanisms facilitated by the T20 to ensure that community voices are effectively integrated into the G20 policymaking and decision-making processes, especially in relation to health systems transformation. Funding should be provided for dedicated staff and resources to create spaces for meaningful and reflexive dialogues between policymakers, health workers, and community members. This funding support should be complemented by training, resources, and capacity-building workshops with stakeholders to address issues around knowledge, power, and control, legitimise community participation, and ensure that communities have the knowledge and the language to effectively communicate their perspectives and thus gain access to participate in decision-making relevant to health and
wellbeing. Governments could offer incentives to encourage community members to participate in decision-making. For example, they could offer financial compensation or other benefits such as access to healthcare services, legitimise the role of community workers and community-based organisations in policy documents, and work on building and sustaining these partnerships. Localised and acceptable tools such as social media platforms connecting people to key resources and services, giving voice and visibility to community experiences, especially the marginalised, and open data and openness in adapting norms and standards are further means of empowering communities. Finally, they could invest in participatory monitoring and evaluation activities aimed at understanding the context, mechanism, outcomes, and processes of community participation to provide lessons learned and build a robust evidence base. An independent G20 evaluation group (similar to independent evaluation groups such as the United Nations Evaluation Group or the World Bank's Independent Evaluation Group) could be set up to facilitate community participation and accountability and document the outcome/impact evaluation of G20 talks.

There is an opportunity to leverage the influential role of the G20 to encourage countries across the world to use the disruption caused by the pandemic to transform health systems. India is in a unique position as a leading voice of the Global South to ensure the adoption of PHC in the G20 and beyond. Health systems transformation will set the stage for comprehensive, holistic, and participatory health systems that deliver quality health care and effectively improve people’s health during normal times as much as in the next pandemic. PHC reorientation, cultural integration, and community participation are key elements for this transformation, in the true spirit of Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam.
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